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gamesQ: Shell script, mplayer remove
stop start command I have a shell
script which start and stop a mplayer
process using command mplayer -af
joy.wav -1 -vvv I want to remove the
-1 to force a stop. How to do it? I tried
a -s command, but then mplayer did
not stop the process. A: Since you
tagged this as bash, use the -n option,
which tells the shell to run only the
commands in the script without
executing them. mplayer -af joy.wav
-n If you want to do the stop without a
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bit of redirection, then you need to run
the mplayer command directly:
mplayer -af joy.wav -n & sleep 5 kill
$! If you actually want to stop the
program, you can just kill it: mplayer
-af joy.wav -n & sleep 5 kill $!
However, this will not work if you
launch it with a shell script. Increasing
evaluation of the quality of medical
care: the need for new quality
indicators. The new quality indicators
described in this article will be used to
evaluate the quality of medical care
that is provided in the future. By
creating a framework on the basis of
evidence, these indicators also show
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where and which factors have the
biggest impact on quality of care. The
best indicators for the important issues
of effectiveness, efficiency, equity,
information and satisfaction are
currently being developed. The future
quality of care will depend on
improving the quality of health care in
terms of the four elements and the
underlying causes. Increasingly, the
health care sector is pressured by all
stakeholders, not just patients. The
quality of health care is valued
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